
VEGAN TALES
Terms and Conditions of Entry 
Your entry is accepted on the understanding that you have read our terms and conditions and agree 
to them. Entries are disqualified where the terms and conditions are not met. SQUAW PIES 
reserves the right to amend these terms and conditions if deemed necessary to do so. Any changes 
to the procedures will be posted on www.squaw-pies.com

WINNERS
Winning writers will be notified by email on or before September 15, 2018
ALL entrants will be invited to a launch of VEGAN TALES at a time and place in the UK yet to be 
announced.
First prize is £500, second prize is £100, third prize is £50.

CONTENT
Maximum number of words is 3000. The is no minimum number of words. Title and word count 
information are not included in the word count.
Entries submitted can be on any subject, and written in any style or form. 
SQUAW PIES does not publish anything which, in the view of the board, contains gratuitous 
violence or swearing.
Stories can illuminate any aspect of vegan life, including questioning the validity of 'veganism'.

MECHANICS
Entries are by email attachment only – word, OPEN OFFICE and .pdf. Nothing by post or fax can 
be accommodated.
Entries are judged anonymously, so it is VERY important that you do NOT include your name, 
address, phone number, FACEBOOK page, email, website, twitter handle or other identifying 
remarks on the document itself.
Stories must be written in English.
Entrants must be 18 years old or over by July 31, 2018.
Mutliple entries per writer are welcome
You may withdraw your entry at any time by emailing us. Fees for entry are not refunded.
The deadline date for entries is August 15, at 12 midnight (UK time).
Each entry will be acknowledged by email and, in addition to the payment confirmation through 
PAYPAL, you will also be given a reference number for each story entered.

LEGAL
Entries must be entirely the work of the entrant.
It is understood that by entering the compeition writers are confirming ownership of the work. 
Entries must never have been published, self-published, published on any platform or in any 
medium: website, blog, online forum, broadcast, competition. Entries that have been submitted to 
other competitions but not selected by them are eligible. If a submitted entry is selected by SQUAW
PIES yet is published or wins a competition prior to VEGAN TALES being published, the entry 
may be disqualified (although it may not, subject to prevailing arrangments). Please ensure that we 
are notified instantly should your entry be selected for another competition.
The judges' decision is final and no individual correspondence can be entered into.
Each writer holds the copyright of their entry and they retain this even if the story is publsihed in 
the VEGAN TALES. However, in entering the VEGAN TALES competition writers assign the 
unrestricted right to SQUAW PIES to publish their work in VEGAN TALES and to use their work 
in any promotional activity associated with VEGAN TALES, in any form and on any platform. 

AFTERCARE
Each entrant, whether they are selected or not, will receive a reader's review of their work within 3 



months of the publication of the VEGAN TALES.
No readers or judges will enter into communication with entrants.


